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Plastid acquisition, endosymbiotic associations, lateral gene transfer, organelle degeneracy or even organelle loss influence metabolic capabilities in many different protists. Thus, metabolic diversity is sculpted through the gain of new metabolic functions and moderation or loss of pathways that are often essential in the majority of eukaryotes. What is perhaps less apparent to the casual observer is that the sub-compartmentalization of ubiquitous pathways has been repeatedly remodelled during eukaryotic evolution, and the textbook pictures of intermediary metabolism established for animals, yeast and plants are not conserved in many protists. Moreover, metabolic remodelling can strongly influence the regulatory mechanisms that control carbon flux through the major metabolic pathways. Here, we provide an overview of how core metabolism has been reorganized in various unicellular eukaryotes, focusing in particular on one near universal catabolic pathway (glycolysis) and one ancient anabolic pathway (isoprenoid biosynthesis). For the example of isoprenoid biosynthesis, the compartmentalization of this process in protists often appears to have been influenced by plastid acquisition and loss, whereas for glycolysis several unexpected modes of compartmentalization have emerged. Significantly, the example of trypanosomatid glycolysis illustrates nicely how mathematical modelling and systems biology can be used to uncover or understand novel modes of pathway regulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The manner in which animals and plants compartmentalize the core reactions of intermediary metabolism between cytosol, mitochondria, peroxisomes and plastids or chloroplasts started to become well established during the first half of the twentieth century. The last 30–40 years, in contrast, saw the realization that there is significant deviation from this textbook view of metabolic compartmentalization among protists.

On the one hand, metabolic compartmentalization is shaped through acquisition of new organelles; photosynthetic plastids and non-photosynthetic plastid relics (or apicoplasts) in malarial parasites and many other apicomplexans provide prime examples of acquiring new metabolism on a large scale.

Importantly, the apicoplast offers several likely possibilities for new drug targets in those species that are pathogenic (Ralph et al. 2004; Wiesner et al. 2008). The acquisition of new genes through lateral gene transfer (LGT) also provides opportunity to remodel organelar metabolism, and examples where LGT has potentially contributed significantly to fundamental changes in organelle function have been described (e.g. Boxma et al. 2007). However, there are also instances where core reactions in ubiquitous and essential pathways have been relocalized to alternative cellular compartments. We can only speculate on why relocalization originally occurred in each of these examples (niche adaptation being the obvious general explanation) but, as we will discuss, the consequences of rewiring core metabolic networks often results in significant changes to pathway regulation. Through reference to two core pathways, glycolysis and isoprenoid biosynthesis, we use the discussion that follows to address some of these points. The experimental approaches we discuss include classical biochemistry,
2. COMPARTMENTALIZING GLYCOLYSIS

Glycolysis is the conversion of one molecule of glucose into two molecules of pyruvate with the concomitant reduction of two NAD$^+$ molecules. This process involves a pathway of 10 successively acting enzymes. It is usually considered as a cytosolic process. However, two different forms of compartmentalization have been described for this process.

(a) Dynamic metabolon formation

The first form of glycolytic compartmentalization concerns the association of some or all pathway enzymes into multi-protein assemblies as a mechanism to control glycolytic flux. Such associations may be formed either as soluble complexes in the cytosol, or as assemblies on subcellular structures such as membraenes, microtubules or actin filaments. Formation of these complexes may promote the direct channelling of intermediates between enzymes without equilibrium with the bulk solution phase, potentially leading to increased coupling of the reactions (Sreere 1987). Although the literature contains many reports for the association of two successive glycolytic enzymes, in solution or assembled on scaffolds, claims for glycolytic multi-enzyme complexes and metabolite channelling have been under debate (see Fothergill-Gilmore & Michels 1993 and references therein). Strong evidence for complex formation and metabolite channelling has only been reported in plants, where all 10 glycolytic enzymes were found both free in the cytosol and present on the surface of the mitochondria in Arabidopsis and potato tuber (figure 1a) (Giege et al. 2003; Graham et al. 2007). Here, partitioning of enzymes between (mitochondrially) bound and free (soluble) pools was dynamic and correlated with the mitochondrial respiratory activity; inhibition or stimulation of respiration led to a decrease or increase, respectively, in the degree of association. The glycolytic module seemed to be anchored to the organellar surface by the mitochondrial outer membrane protein VDAC. Since pyruvate is the glycolytic end-product that after oxidative decarboxylation fuels the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, thus supporting respiration, the dynamic association of glycolytic enzymes with mitochondria could serve to adjust the delivery of pyruvate to the mitochondrial demand. Optimization of this supply/demand connection could therefore be achieved by using channelling to prevent withdrawal of upstream glycolytic intermediates. Indeed, strong evidence in favour of metabolite channelling was obtained by NMR studies using $^{13}$C-enriched substrates and isolated plant mitochondria (Graham et al. 2007).

Another reported possibility of forming a complex that might allow metabolite channelling is the fusion of the successively acting enzymes triosephosphate isomerase (TPi) and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) as found in diatoms and oomycetes, unicellular eukaryotes belonging to the Stramenopiles (figure 1b) (Unkles et al. 1997; Liaud et al. 2000). Similarly, other combinations of glycolytic enzymes have occasionally been reported as fusion proteins: in the thermophilic eubacterium Thermotoga maritima phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) and TPi are fused (Schurig et al. 1995), and among eukaryotic microbes GAPDH and enolase are fused in the dinoflagellates Karina species and Heterocapsa triquetra (Takishita et al. 2005). However, there is no experimental evidence that enzyme fusion can provide a mechanism to promote channelling of glycolytic intermediates, and moreover since the reported fusions in neither bacteria nor dinoflagellates catalyse sequential reactions in glycolysis, the close association with other enzymes would be necessary for channelling to rationalize these unusual gene fusion events.

(b) Compartmentalization within organelles

(i) Plastids and mitochondria

A second form of glycolytic compartmentalization has been recognized only in protists and is more unusual than the transient formation of multi-enzyme complexes that have been mooted for enzymes in other metabolic pathways, too (e.g. An et al. 2008; Narayanaswamy et al. 2009). The unexpected sequestration of glycolytic enzymes within organelles introduced a new metabolic concept. The organelles where glycolytic enzymes are unexpectedly found are mitochondria, peroxisomes, plastids and most recently flagella (or cilia).

Glycolytic enzymes are also commonplace in plastids, where they are required not only for the glycolytic flux, but also for carbon fixation through the Calvin cycle (reviewed by Martin & Schnarrenberger 1997) and the provision of precursors for isoprenoid synthesis (see §3). Almost all plastid-bearing organisms also have, parallel to the partial or complete glycolytic pathway in plastids, a regular, complete pathway in the cytosol (one exception being Chlamydomonas reinhardtii where only enzymes downstream of aldolase are known to be outside of the plastid). The organization and coordinated regulation of cytosolic and plastid glycolysis have been reviewed elsewhere (Plaxton 1996; Lunn 2007) and will not be discussed further here. The retention of glycolytic enzymes within the relic non-photosynthetic plastids of apicomonad parasites can also be readily explained. Here, the plastidic synthesis of the isoprenoid intermediates isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) and dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP) (see §3) occurs from glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate and pyruvate; the production of these precursors is coupled to the import of triosephosphates and phosphoenolpyruvate from the cytosol and the activities of apicoplast-localized TPi, GAPDH and pyruvate kinase (PYK) (Ralph et al. 2004; Fleige et al. 2007).

The origin of plastid glycolysis and the Calvin cycle should be traced to the photosynthetic endosymbiont...
of cyanobacterial origin that led to the formation of plastids. However, extant enzymes in plastid-containing eukaryotes are encoded by genes with either cyanobacterial or proteobacterial (i.e. host nuclear) features, but as a consequence of transfer of plastid genes to the nucleus, differential gene loss, gene duplications and (re)targeting of nuclear gene products to the plastid, the glycolytic enzymes display a mixed origin (Plaxton 1996; Martin & Schnarrenberger 1997). The occurrence in a few protists of glycolytic enzymes in mitochondria, peroxisomes or flagella remains mysterious with respect to the evolutionary significance of such unexpected compartmentalization.
In the diatom *Phaeodactylum tricornutum* the fused TPI–GAPDH is present in the mitochondrial matrix; it represents the majority of TPI cellular activity and at least 50 per cent of GAPDH activity (Liaud et al. 2000). Rationalization of this unique mitochondrial location would seemingly require the downstream enzymes leading to the production of pyruvate to also be present in the organelles (figure 1b). While this has not yet been reported, holistic genome-based analysis of carbohydrate metabolism in *P. tricornutum* suggests this is likely (Kroth et al. 2008). With regard to possible physiological function, Liaud et al. speculated that in diatoms the glycolytic flux through the so-called trunk pathway from TPI to PYK occurs mainly in mitochondria. The upper part, or ATP-investment phase, of glycolysis may occur in the cytosol or, alternatively, triosephosphates could be directly delivered from the chloroplasts to mitochondria (figure 1b), thus establishing a direct link between the Calvin cycle and mitochondrial metabolism (Liaud et al. 2000). Importantly, optimized transfer of metabolites between chloroplasts and mitochondria is not without precedent: *C. reinhardtii* mitochondria penetrate into the chloroplast (Ehara et al. 1995), and in malarial parasites the mitochondrion and apicoplast are closely associated and the enzymes required for haem biosynthesis partition across both compartments and the cytosol (Ralph et al. 2004; Varadharajan et al. 2004; van Dooren et al. 2006).

One could question whether the identification in non-photosynthetic oomycetes of a TPI–GAPDH fusion with a putative mitochondrial targeting sequence argues against a link between mitochondrial compartmentalization and direct triosephosphate delivery from the chloroplast. Indeed, it could be argued that the possible presence of a mitochondrial homologue in oomycetes provides support for the provocative suggestion that the glycolytic fusion enzyme in diatom mitochondria reflects an exceptional retention of the ancestral glycolytic system present in the endosymbiont that gave rise to the proto-mitochondrion (Liaud et al. 2000). However, there is some debate as to whether the biology of oomycetes has been partially shaped through the loss of a plastid (e.g. Tyler et al. 2006; Keeling 2010). The retention of a mitochondrial TPI–GAPDH in oomycetes could therefore be leftover from a time when mitochondrial and plastid metabolisms were coordinately regulated in a common ancestor of oomycetes and diatoms. A GDP-dependent mitochondrial PYK has also been characterized in the apicomplexan parasite *Toxoplasma gondii*, but the significance of this finding is unknown (Saito et al. 2008). It is important to remember that the key feature that differentiates *T. gondii* and the stramenopiles from animals, plants, yeast and potentially *C. reinhardtii*, where glycolytic enzymes readily associate with the outer mitochondrial membrane (Nakashima et al. 1986; Giege et al. 2003; Brandina et al. 2006; Graham et al. 2007; Atteia et al. 2009), is that in *T. gondii* and the stramenopiles some glycolytic enzymes are mitochondrial matrix targeted, rather than being associated with the mitochondrial outer membrane viaVDAC homologues.

**Flagella/cilia**

Enzymes from the ‘trunk’ section of glycolysis have also recently been detected in *C. reinhardtii* flagella (Mitchell et al. 2005; Pazour et al. 2005). Even though the flagella of microbial eukaryotes are not separated from the cytosol by a delineating membrane, these molecular analyses have helped to firmly establish protist flagella as organelles with their own specific energy-generating capabilities. Like the examples discussed above, the function of this metabolism remains uncertain, but the observation that this alga is well equipped to adapt its metabolism to low oxygen tensions (Atteia et al. 2006; Mus et al. 2007; Dubini et al. 2009), and the wider comparison with the likely flagellar energy metabolism of other flagellate eukaryotes, suggests compartmentalization of ATP-generating reaction from glycolysis inside the flagellum conceivably provides *C. reinhardtii* with an additional strategy to respond to the (dark) hypoxia that is common within its soil environment (Ginger et al. 2008).

**Peroxisomes**

Our final example of sequestering glycolytic enzymes inside organelles is found in the Kinetoplastida where a majority of the enzymes of the pathway are present in glycosomes (figure 1c) (Opperdoes & Borst 1977; Opperdoes et al. 1988). These organelles are authentic peroxisomes: in common with peroxisomes from mammals, yeasts and plants, they share the characteristics of a single bounding phospholipid bilayer and the absence of DNA, all glycosomal proteins are encoded on nuclear chromosomes, classic peroxisomal pathways such as ether–lipid metabolism are also present in glycosomes, and the biogenesis of glycosomes and peroxisomes occurs along similar routes, involving homologous proteins (reviewed by Moyersen et al. 2004).

In regard to glycosomal carbohydrate metabolism, the best-studied kinetoplastid is the African sleeping sickness parasite *Trypanosoma brucei*. This parasite lives in the blood of its mammalian host and migrates from the midgut to the salivary glands of its tsetse fly vector in order to complete a complex transmission cycle. In the pathogenic bloodstream form, the enzymes of the glycolytic pathway from hexokinase (HK) to PGK are present in glycosomes. The last three pathway enzymes, phosphoglycerate mutase (PGAM), enolase and PYK are in the cytosol. Thus, a consequence of this organization is that no net ATP synthesis occurs within the organelle: for every glucose molecule two ATP are required to generate fructose 1,6-bisphosphate and two ATP molecules are produced by PGK-catalysed substrate-level phosphorylation. A limited capacity of glycosomes for ADP–ATP exchange with the cytosol is believed to explain the requirement for PGK within glycosomes; net ATP synthesis is achieved in the cytosol at the step catalysed by PYK. Redox state within glycosomes is also balanced: NADH produced in the GAPDH reaction is re-oxidized through electron transfer to oxygen by a mitochondrial glycerol-3-phosphate oxidase system, following the transfer of reducing
equivalents from the glycosome through a shuttle mechanism involving a glycosomal glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (G3PDH) and a putative glycerol 3-phosphate/dihydroxyacetone-phosphate (DHAP) exchange transporter in the glycosomal membrane (figure 1c(ii)) (Michels et al. 2006).

In tsetse-form (or procyclic) trypanosomes and in other kinetoplastid species, the organization of glycolysis can be somewhat different: a cytosolic PKG is often expressed (although the intraglycosomal balance in ATP consumption and production is maintained, albeit using alternative enzymes) and additional enzymes used for carbohydrate metabolism, including phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase, malate dehydrogenase, fumarase and fumarate reductase, are expressed and imported into glycosomes (figure 1c(iii)) (Bringaud et al. 2006). Like the glycerol-3-phosphate oxidase system, these additional enzymes also facilitate intraglycosomal redox balance. Importantly, the glycosome-containing kinetoplastids are distinct from plastid-bearing eukaryotes in that there is no parallel glycolytic pathway in the cytosol. In some instances, distinct isoforms of some enzymes, e.g. GAPDH, can be present, but it is likely their primary function is not to contribute to glycolytic flux. Pulse-labelling experiments with $^{14}$C-glucose have provided strong evidence that the glycolytic flux goes exclusively through the organelle (Visser et al. 1981).

Differences in nutrient availability account for these life cycle stage- and species-specific differences. Thus, in bloodstream-form T. brucei, glucose, an abundant carbon source in blood, is almost completely converted into pyruvate, which is excreted by the parasite. Glycolysis is the only ATP supplying process and mitochondrial metabolism is highly repressed; there is no proton-pumping respiratory chain and no oxidative phosphorylation. In contrast, in the digestive tract of tsetse flies, carbohydrates are thought to be scarcer and amino acids, notably proline, are the dominant energy source consumed via NADH-producing mitochondrial metabolism. Electrons from NADH enter a typical mitochondrial respiratory chain and oxidative phosphorylation can be used for energy generation. In the insect stages of the trypanosome life cycle, the glycosomal glycolytic enzymes are likely to function in the reverse direction as part of a gluconeogenic pathway. The key enzyme of gluconeogenesis, fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (F1,6BPase), is also a glycosomal enzyme (Naderer et al. 2006).

Thus, the metabolic repertoire of trypanosomatid parasites appears to be highly adapted to the different environments encountered in host and vector—in the case of T. brucei, the mammalian bloodstream with its abundant glucose supply versus the glucose-poor, amino acid-rich tsetse fly gut. Moreover, the set of enzymes present in the mitochondrion, glycosomes and cytosol changes in qualitative and quantitative fashion. In glycosomes of bloodstream T. brucei, over 90 per cent of the protein content is made up of glycolytic enzymes, but this drops to 40–50% in procyclic-stage glycosomes, which also contain additional enzymes of carbohydrate metabolism (described above), as well as additional, distinct pathways (Michels et al. 2006). The importance of characterizing likely drug targets to treat the diseases caused by trypanosomatid parasites partly explains why so much is known about the kinetoplastids’ most peculiar mode of glycolytic compartmentalization. As we discuss in §4, one consequence of glycosomal glycolysis is that mechanisms used by most organisms to regulate glycolytic flux are not observed in trypanosomes. How and why this unique compartmentalization evolved are intriguing, unsolved questions. The evolutionary approach of comparing the properties of glycosomes and peroxisomes in different organisms gives some clues as to why.

Glycolysis in glycosomes thus differs from that in plastids—and maybe from that in stramenopiles mitochondria too—in that it did not develop as a relict from a prokaryotic endosymbiont. Although the origin of peroxisomes is still under debate (Gabaldón 2010), it is now widely accepted that they did not originate by endosymbiosis. The consensus view is that the ancestral peroxisome ‘bulged’ from the eukaryotic endomembrane system (Tabak et al. 2006). The peroxisome family is diverse, with peroxisomes from all organisms sharing a few metabolic functions in addition to possessing functions that are each specific for different taxonomic groups (Tabak et al. 2006; Gabaldón 2010). Glycosomes have been found in all kinetoplastida analysed but not outside this group, so glycolysis must have been acquired by the peroxisomes of an ancestral kinetoplastid. How this may have happened, and how the information for the biogenesis of the organelle was genetically established to be passed on to the kinetoplastid progeny, is a matter of conjecture that has been discussed elsewhere (Hannaert et al. 2003; Michels et al. 2005; Martin 2010). The unique transfer of the major part of glycolysis from the cytosol to peroxisomes in early kinetoplastids must also have had major consequences for the cross-talk between this process and the remainder of the metabolism that was not rerouted. Appropriate systems for transfer of metabolites across the organellar membrane and new metabolic regulation mechanisms had to evolve. Therefore, the selective advantages for the kinetoplastids to compartmentalize glycolysis must have been considerable. What were these advantages? Possible clues may be inferred by studying the role of glycosomes in present-day kinetoplastids.

Our brief description of life cycle-specific metabolism in T. brucei illustrates how the enzymatic repertoire of peroxisomes and other organelles can change dramatically in response to environmental cues. The remodelling of peroxisomal metabolism has also been observed in mammals, plants and different fungi, but is most dramatically illustrated by reference to the methylotropic yeasts Hansenula polymorpha and Pichia pastoris (Platta & Erdmann 2007). When grown in medium with glucose these yeast contain only a few small peroxisomes, but when methanol is the only available energy and carbon source the cells possess multiple large peroxisomes with enzymes involved in methanol oxidation. When these cells are shifted back to glucose-containing media, the mature peroxisomes with the methanol-oxidizing pathway are degraded...
by selective autophagy, a process called pexophagy (Kiel 2010), and new small peroxisomes with a different enzyme content are synthesized. Only the newer and more diverse peroxisomes appear competent for enzyme import. Is this coupled, rapid and efficient synthesis and degradation a common ‘raison d’être’ of peroxisomes? Preliminary research with T. brucei suggests that rapid glycosomal remodelling occurs in these evolutionarily divergent parasites (Herman et al. 2008). Herman et al. reported strong indications that increased turnover by pexophagy also occurs during transitions in the trypanosome life cycle, most prominently when the parasites differentiate from the mammalian bloodstream into the morphological form that is adapted for survival and replication within the tsetse fly midgut. This suggests drastic replacement of glycosomes with one enzymatic content by organelles into which a different complement of enzymes can be imported. The corollary is that compartmentalization of glycolysis in peroxisomes occurred in the ancestral kinetoplastids because they encountered changing environmental conditions in which the rapid bulk replacement of glycolytic enzymes, or those of the reverse process of gluconeogenesis, was advantageous. What these conditions were is difficult to infer, but it should be noted that the ancestral kinetoplastids were already present several hundred million years ago, prior to the evolution of vertebrates.

3. COMPARTMENTALIZING ISOPRENOID BIOSYNTHESIS

Isoprenoids represent an astonishingly large and diverse family of natural products derived, at least in part, from one or more molecules of the five-carbon metabolites IPP and DMAPP. Secondary metabolites account for much of this diversity, but the notable ubiquitous primary products of isoprenoid biosynthesis include quinones (utilized in electron transport), dolichols (required for protein glycosylation), and sterols and haptanoids, which are major membrane constituents in eukaryotes and bacteria, respectively. The wider significance of isoprenoid metabolism is readily illustrated: with regard to human health, inhibition of the rate-controlling enzyme lacking membrane-spanning helices (figure 4b). Initial, conflicting biochemical investigations using fractionated cells suggested microosomal, glycosomal and mitochondrial locations for HMGR in trypanosomatids (Coppens et al. 1995; Concepcion et al. 1998; Heise & Oppendoes 2000). However, robust subcellular fractionation of trypanosomatids is not trivial (Vertommen et al. 2008). In contrast, the immunolocalization of HMGR, HMG-CoA synthase and other MVA pathway enzymes in trypanosomatids (Pena-Diaz et al. 2004; Ortiz-Gomez et al. 2006; Jimenez-Jimenez et al. 2008; Carrero-Lerida et al. 2009), together with in silico predictions (Oppendoes & Szikora 2006), provide convincing evidence that the compartmentalization summarized in figure 4b is correct.

Few proteobacteria use the MVA pathway. Thus, the MVA pathway was not likely to have been present in the endosymbiont that became the proto-mitochondrion, suggesting the mitochondrial localization of enzymes required for MVA formation in trypanosomatids.
perhaps reflects a unique reorganization in the compartmentalization of one of the core pathways of cellular metabolism. Interestingly, amino acids are important carbon sources for some life cycle stages in many trypanosomatid species. The observation that leucine (which is catabolized in the mitochondria of many eukaryotes) can provide an unusually significant and, uniquely, a direct source of carbon for isoprenoid biosynthesis in some trypanosomatids suggests that reorganization of isoprenoid biosynthesis constitutes a likely example of niche adaptation (Ginger et al. 2000, 2001).

The analysis of genome sequences reveals that in several protists gene models for HMGR also encode proteins that apparently lack transmembrane-spanning helices (figure 3). In the parasites Trichomonas vaginalis and Giardia lamblia and in the ciliates, little significance should be attached to the presence of soluble HMGRs, since these taxa unusually contain class 2 HMGRs (which are typically found in the few bacteria that use the MVA pathway), rather than the class 1 enzymes found in all other eukaryotes and most Archaea (Boucher & Doolittle 2000; Boucher et al. 2004; Gophna et al. 2006). However, gene models encoding soluble-looking class 1 enzymes in Dictyostelium discoideum and Monosiga brevicollis suggest that membrane-anchoring of HMGR may have evolved independently in fungi and animals. Although these soluble HMGRs lack convincing predictions for mitochondrial transit peptides, the picture that perhaps starts to emerge is one where the early reactions in the MVA pathway were originally cytosolic: subsequent relocalization of some enzymes might either have been a consequence of niche adaptation or a necessary prerequisite in the evolution of MVA pathway regulation. Thus, many of the late reactions of sterol biosynthesis are localized within compartments of the ER. Membrane anchoring of HMGR to the ER membrane may therefore be the result of convergent evolution in some eukaryotes for feedback regulation of HMGR by either non-sterol isoprenoids or the typical bulk product of isoprenoid synthesis, sterol (Gardner & Hampton 1999; DeBose-Boyd 2008).

As with glycolysis, the idea that metabolon formation occurs for the early reactions has been discussed various times, notably in the context of developmental and tissue-specific expression of multiple HMGR isoforms in plants where metabolon

![Figure 2. Isoprenoid biosynthesis in eukaryotes. (a) Reactions required for classic MVA-dependent biosynthesis of IPP and DMAPP. Enzymes listed: 1. thiolase, 2. HMG-CoA synthase, 3. HMGR, 4. mevalonate kinase, 5. mevalonate phosphate dikinase, 6. diphosphomevalonate decarboxylase, and 7. IPP isomerase. (b) The MEP pathway for isoprenoid biosynthesis; note how ispH catalyses synthesis of IPP and DMAPP.](image-url)
formation is often implicated in channelling carbon towards the regulated production of specific isoprenoids (e.g. Jorgensen et al. 2005; Leivar et al. 2005). This concept is, however, outside of the scope of this themed review.

(b) MEP pathway evolution
The MEP pathway (also known as the DOXP pathway) was discovered independently by Michel Rohmer and Duilio Arigoni and by their respective co-workers and described in a series of landmark papers during the 1990s (reviewed in Eisenreich et al. 1998; Rohmer 2008). The unexpected characterization of an entirely novel, yet core metabolic pathway provided the explanation for spurious results from various isotope-labelling experiments with bacteria and plants/algae reported over the preceding 30–40 years (Eisenreich et al. 1998).

The MEP pathway is used by cyanobacteria for isoprenoid production, thus explaining the presence of the MEP pathway in all plastids examined to date, irrespective of whether the plastid was acquired via primary or secondary endosymbiosis. The Paulinella chromatophore is also likely to retain a capacity for MEP-dependent isoprenoid synthesis since the requisite enzymes are encoded by the ‘organellar’ genome (Nowack et al. 2008). Finally, the identification of genes encoding candidate MEP pathway enzymes with likely N-terminal extensions has recently provided the molecular evidence for cryptic plastids within non-photosynthetic, early-branching members of the dinoflagellate group (Grauvogel et al. 2007; Sanchez-Puerta et al. 2007; Slamovits & Keeling 2008). There is no evidence that the enzymes from the MEP pathway have ever been relocalized from plastids to other cellular compartments, and there is no example of a plastid-minus eukaryote that possesses enzymes from the MEP pathway. Plastid-dependent acquisition of the MEP pathway, however, correlates with the loss of the MVA pathway on at least three occasions.

In land plants, non-chlorophyte green algae, at least some red algae, some diatoms, and probably the glaucophyte alga Cyanophora paradoxa, the MVA and MEP pathways operate concurrently (Disch et al. 1998;
Each pathway is used for the synthesis of discrete classes of isoprenoid: sterols, a major bulk product of isoprenoid biosynthesis, are generally synthesized through the MVA pathway, and plastidic products such as phytol and carotenoids from MEP pathway precursors. However, inhibition studies with mevinolin (an HMGR inhibitor) and fosmidomycin (a 1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-phosphate reductoisomerase inhibitor), coupled to medium supplementation studies with MVA and 1-deoxy-D-xylulose, reveal that neither pathway operates in isolation, and the cross-compartment exchange of either cytosolic- or plastidic-derived intermediates is possible (Hemmerlin et al. 2003; Masse et al. 2004). This capacity for metabolite exchange explains why some plastid-bearing eukaryotes that ancestrally possessed both pathways for IPP biosynthesis were able to dispense with one route, with regulatory controls presumably re-tuned in order to sustain a carbon flux supporting isoprenoid production within and outside of the plastid. In the examples currently known (chlorophyte algae, apicomplexans (figure 4c) and probably the extremophile red alga *Cyanidioschyzon merolae* and some early dinoflagellates), the MVA pathway is the route that is always lost (Schwender et al. 1996; Disch et al. 1998; Grauvogel & Petersen 2007). Since glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate is generated in the plastid during photoautotrophic carbon fixation, and pyruvate can be generated either as a side product of rubisco activity (Pearce 2006) or from the activity of chloroplast PYK, ready availability of MEP precursors within the plastid could have been an important factor in the loss of the cytosolic pathway for IPP biosynthesis in various algae. In that regard, it will be interesting to discover whether the MVA pathway was lost from a non-photosynthetic common ancestor of extant apicomplexans or an earlier photosynthetic ancestor; studies with closely related alveolate algae, such as *Chromera vela* (Moore et al. 2008), should shed light on this issue. Another intriguing question is whether the MVA pathway has been lost and reacquired in any of the dinoflagellates where plastid evolution is the product of serial endosymbioses.

**Figure 4.** Compartmentalization of isoprenoid biosynthesis. (a) Textbook view of how the MVA pathway is compartmentalized in animals and yeast; 3. HMGR (enzyme 3 from figure 2). The localization of several enzymes from the pre-squalene stage of the MVA pathway in mammals has been debated: peroxisomal locations for all enzymes leading to farnesyl dipiphosphate have been reported, too (see main text). (b) Compartmentalization of sterol biosynthesis in trypanosomatid protists. (c) Compartmentalization of isoprenoid biosynthesis in apicomplexan parasites (other than *Cryptosporidium* species).
With regard to the isoprenoid intermediate(s) mostly likely to exchange between cytosol and plastid, either IPP or DMAPP are obvious candidates. Indeed, the absence of a recognizable IPP/DMAPP isomerase in apicomplexans suggests both intermediates can be exported to the cytosol. This assertion is supported by the identification of likely cytosolic prenyl transferases in *Plasmodium* parasites (Ralph *et al.* 2004), but the transporters facilitating export remain unidentified. Perhaps the substrate specificities of either the plastidic PPT or triosephosphate transporters (Ralph *et al.* 2004; Mullin *et al.* 2006) extend to these compounds.

In some protists, notably many parasites, the capacity for isoprenoid biosynthesis is often scaled back through the loss of an ability to build sterols de novo, presumably as part of a general moderation of central metabolism during adaptation to niche conditions and an ability to scavenge ready-made precursors from the host. However, two parasites appear to have also dispensed with the capacity to synthesize either IPP or DMAPP. Thus, *Cryptosporidium* species lack the de novo isoprenoid pathway, although the likely requirement for isoprenoids is evident from the presence of a candidate prenyl transferase in the nuclear genome sequence. *Entamoeba histolytica*, in contrast, retains a candidate IPP/DMAPP isomerase, as well as candidate prenyl transferases. The possibility, albeit unlikely, of an entirely novel pathway for IPP biosynthesis has been suggested (Loftus *et al.* 2005), but it seems likely that these evolutionarily unrelated parasites must scavenge IPP and/or DMAPP from the trophic niches they occupy.

4. RETUNING THE REGULATORY CONTROLS OF A RE-COMPARTMENTALIZED METABOLISM

We commented on the corollary between compartmentalization and the regulation of isoprenoid biosynthesis, but in the example of glycosomal glycolysis the effect of re-compartmentalization on pathway regulation has been determined through an elegant combination of mathematical modelling and careful biochemistry.

The mathematical model of trypanosome glycolysis is based on the kinetic properties of all the enzymes required for glycolysis in bloodstream *T. brucei* and correctly predicts experimentally determined fluxes and metabolite concentrations at different substrate (glucose and glycerol) and oxygen concentrations (Bakker *et al.* 1997). This model also predicted a glycosomal ATP/ADP ratio that was significantly different from the cytosolic ratio. The predictions were subsequently compared with those obtained with a model in which the glycosomal membrane was removed, allowing the enzymes, cofactors and intermediates to distribute over the entire cytosol (Bakker *et al.* 2000). The absence of the membrane was predicted to cause sugar phosphates and glycerol 3-phosphate to rise to non-physiologically high levels as a function of the extracellular glucose and glycerol concentrations, respectively. These predictions were explained on the basis of the so-called turbo design (Teusink *et al.* 1998) of the glycolytic pathway and the apparent absence of activity regulation of trypanosomal HXK, phosphofructokinase (PFK) and G3PDH. The turbo design implies that ATP is invested in the pathway before its net production, with the consequence that the flux through the first part of the pathway is boosted above the capacity of the downstream part. This may lead to uncontrolled accumulation of intermediates, which is generally avoided by tight feedback regulation of HXK and PFK (figure 1c(i)). Importantly, the presence of an intact glycosomal membrane was predicted to compensate for the lack of activity regulation of these trypanosomatid kinases because they sense only a glycosomal ATP/ADP ratio, which is different from the cytosolic ATP/ADP ratio. Experimental support for this notion was obtained using an inducible *T. brucei* tsetse form PEX14 RNAi knockdown mutant: the reduction in PEX14 levels impaired glycosomal biogenesis and resulted in a partial relocation of glycosomal enzymes to the cytosol owing to the failure of glycosomal import for newly synthesized glycosomal matrix enzymes (Furuya *et al.* 2002). Tsetse-form trypanosomes will preferentially catabolize glucose when presented with this carbon source in culture: following the depletion of PEX14 and partial relocation of HXK and PFK, the induced RNAi mutant was viable only on a proline carbon source and not glucose. This loss of viability is consistent with the model prediction of cytosolic ATP depletion from uncontrolled HXK activity (Furuya *et al.* 2002). Subsequently, Haanstra *et al.* (2008) showed that in RNAi-induced cells, within 1 h after the addition of glucose to cells pre-grown on proline glucose 6-phosphate accumulated to 50–60 mM, whereas in PEX14 non-depleted cells the sugar phosphate was approximately 10 mM.

One may wonder why the trypanosomatid HXK and PFK are not feedback regulated. One possibility is that the enzymes in the ancestral kinetoplastid in which glycolysis became compartmentalized did not exhibit this form of control. However, this seems unlikely in view of the fact that such regulation mechanisms are widespread, even in simple organisms (Fothergill-Gilmore &Michels 1993). Therefore, it is more likely that, upon compartmentalization, the mechanisms became redundant and were lost (Hannaert *et al.* 2003).

The mathematical model has also been used to assess the distribution of glycolytic flux control in bloodstream-form trypanosomes. Control was predicted to mainly reside in the glucose uptake with the remainder distributed over several enzymes, but not in any of the kinases (HXK, PFK and PYK), which all seemed to be present in large excess (Bakker *et al.* 1999a). Again, these results were experimentally verified and are of value in the prioritization of which glycolytic enzymes might be the appropriate target for chemotherapeutic intervention (Bakker *et al.* 1999b; Albert *et al.* 2005). Other experiments point towards two kinds of unique glycolytic regulation that are associated with the metabolic compartmentalization in trypanosomatids.

First, depletion of either PFK or enolase by RNAi had an effect on the activity, but not, or to a lesser extent, on the concentration of other glycolytic
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enzymes (Albert et al. 2005), indicative of a form of post-translational modification. In this respect, it may be noteworthy that recent phosphoproteome analyses revealed phosphorylated residues in PFK, PGAM and PYK (Nett et al. 2009a,b). Importantly, the activities of glycolytic enzymes from the cytosol and glycosome were simultaneously affected in each of these two RNAi mutants, therefore suggesting the existence of signalling pathways across the glycosomal membrane, which still have to be identified.

The second unique regulation mechanism is allosteric activation of PYK by fructose 2,6-bisphosphate (F2,6BP) (van Schaftingen et al. 1985). F2,6BP has evolved in eukaryotes as a very potent regulator of the key enzymes of glycolysis and gluconeogenesis: it is an allosteric activator of PFK and an inhibitor of F1,6BPase. 6-Phosphofructo-2-kinase (PFK2) and fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase activities are responsible for F2,6BP synthesis and hydrolysis, respectively, in many higher eukaryotes and are found together as a bifunctional enzyme. In trypanosomatids, these enzymatic activities appear to be cytosolic, suggesting that the allosteric effector F2,6BP is likely to be separated from the glycosomal PFK and F1,6BPase. Indeed, PFK and F1,6BPase are insensitive to the effector and the glycolytic compartmentalization seems to have resulted in a kind of ‘rewiring’ by which the cytosolic PYK became its target. In bloodstream forms, PYK activity appears to be in large excess; the activity of the enzyme is maximally activated. The computer modelling suggested that the glycolytic flux was not controlled by the ATP utilization; this is very different from what is usually seen in organisms where catabolism is adapted to the needs of the cell (Bakker et al. 1999a). However, it was suggested that the trypanosome might be able to shift control to ATP-demanding processes by decreasing the PYK activity through lowering the F2,6BP concentration.

5. WIDER PERSPECTIVES

For this overview of compartmentalized metabolism, we chose not to focus on how sensing energy or redox homeostasis across multiple cellular compartments effects subtle changes in organelle function (e.g. Harrison et al. 2002; Wakabayashi & King 2006), more easily discernible changes in gene expression (e.g. Foyer & Allen 2003; Liu & Butow 2006; Kumar et al. 2008) or perhaps even progression through the cell cycle (e.g. Sela et al. 2008). Rather, we concentrated on two examples of pathway compartmentalization: the example of isoprenoid biosynthesis illustrates how the compartmentalization and, presumably, regulation of a core anabolic pathway has been influenced on multiple occasions by organelle gain. Glycolysis, on the other hand, has unexpectedly been re-compartmentalized on several occasions to different organelles. In these instances, we can only speculate on the selective advantages offered by re-compartmentalization, and in the instances of (likely) relocalization to mitochondria and definite relocalization to peroxisomes, it is difficult to see how speculative hypotheses can be experimentally tested. Importantly, however, the application of systems- and modelling-based approaches to the study of trypanosome glycolysis illustrates (i) how insight into regulatory mechanisms, which are inevitably influenced as a consequence of re-compartmentalization, can be obtained and (ii) the potential use of modelling for rationalizing the most likely targets for drug design against pathogens (Bakker et al. 1999b; Albert et al. 2005). Of course, other models (for instance, yeast glycolysis or erythrocyte metabolism; Schuster & Holzhutter 1995; Teusink et al. 2000) also emphasize the insight into metabolic regulation that modelling can provide, as well as the broader relevance of models for studying human physiology or metabolic engineering, but again the trypanosome model is particularly apt in the context of an evolutionary discussion.

There are also examples of other pivotal metabolic reactions that have been subjected to re-compartmentalization. For example, in pyrimidine biosynthesis (an anabolic process that is more widely preserved in eukaryotes than isoprenoid biosynthesis) the inner mitochondrial membrane-bound dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODease) that is typical of most eukaryotes has been replaced in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (and its closest relatives) by a laterally acquired, soluble, NAD+–dependent enzyme of the type generally found in bacteria. The mitochondrial DHODease transfers electrons directly into the mitochondrial respiratory chain. Thus, the acquisition of a soluble enzyme is considered to represent one of the modifications that allows S. cerevisiae to grow readily within anaerobic environments (Hall et al. 2005).

Fe–S cluster assembly provides our final, brief reference point. In the majority of eukaryotes, distinct sets of proteins are involved in Fe–S cluster assembly in mitochondria and the cytosol, and in plastid-bearing eukaryotes a third apparatus is also present in the plastid (Lill 2009). The organellar assembly proteins derive from the endosymbionts that gave rise to mitochondria and chloroplasts, respectively, but the cytosolic assembly components are likely to be eukaryote-specific innovations. The cytosolic Fe–S cluster assembly pathway also generally depends upon precursors generated by mitochondrial Fe–S assembly components (Lill 2009), and Fe–S cluster assembly has been widely considered to represent a universally essential function of all mitochondria, thereby explaining why mitochondrial variants are retained in all extant eukaryotes. However, an alternative, laterally acquired Fe–S cluster assembly machine has been discovered in some anaerobic amoebae and is potentially not targeted into the relic mitochondria possessed by these organisms (Ali et al. 2004; Gill et al. 2007). In addition, otherwise conserved mitochondrial Fe–S cluster assembly proteins have been relocalized to the cytosol of some microsporidian parasites, too (Goldberg et al. 2008). These discoveries therefore not only point to another fundamental piece of metabolism that either has or is likely to have been subjected to unexpected relocalization, but raise new questions regarding the minimal essential function of mitochondrial-related organelles (Aguilera et al. 2008; Hjort et al. 2010).
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